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For Immediate Release

Kupa will demonstrate its latest product, the X11 tablet computer at the CES 201 2 trade show in
Las Vegas, Nevada. At the show, Kupa will have a booth allowing attendees to to test X11 ’s the
dual pen and touch input system and check out features such the fingerprint scanner, front and
back camera, and 1 0 hour battery life. According to Kupa product development team, they built
X11 with mobile professionals in mind and they vision X11 to a portable tablet computer with full
laptop performance and functionality. The end product is a beautifully crafted tablet computer that
is versatile, portable and powerful.
The Consumer Electronics Show (CES) is the largest technology trade show in the world that held
at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Nevada every January. The show allows for attendees to
get a glimpse of the up-and-coming innovations, services, and companies, demonstrating the
developing technologies and growing electronic industry.
Kupa’s CES show information is as follow:
Kupa CES Booth is at 36075, Las Vegas Convention Center, South Hall 4, located in the "Access
on the Go" section. There will be X11 Lux tablet giveaway drawing on 3pm, January 1 2th. Kupa
representatives will collect business card throughout the event right up to until the drawing and the
winner will be announced right on the spot. Kupa will also be at Showstopper @ CES event on
January 1 0th from 6pm to 1 0pm at the Wynn Hotel at booth B1 6.
Kupa X11 is the next generation Windows based table PC with pen + touch dual input system, 1 0
hours battery life and many unique features that are not found in current tablet computers:
-Pen + Touch Input System with pen is the sensitive to different levels of pressure
-1 0 hours continuous operation and 30 days standby battery life with a single charge
-Robust, and energy efficient operation with thin and light profile result from solid state design
-64 GB and 1 28GB SSD versions, with 1 28GB SSD being the largest storage option of any tablet
computer
-Wi-Fi, 3G, Bluetooth, USB and mini HDMI offers full connectivity, wireless or wired
-Dual cameras: Front 2MP / Rear 3MP -Enterprise security features such as fingerprint scanner
and Trusted Platform Module
-Dual antenna design for Wi-Fi, and 3G for maximum signal strength
-Windows 7 Professional
X11 is available for order now at Kupa. Please visit us at http://www.kupaworld.com or email us at
info.us@kupaworld.com for more details or questions.
Kupa is a computer hardware manufacturer with a strong focus on mobile and green technologies.
Kupa has offices in Germany, United States and China

